Genesis Q3 2021

Q3 Market
Observations

Q3 Market Activity Snapshot

$35.7B
2021 Q3 Loan Originations

$11.1B
Total Active Loans as of Sept 2021

$25.0B
Q3 Spot Volume Traded

$12.7B
Q3 Derivatives Notional Value Traded
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Introduction
In a quarter marked by the accelerating march of traditional finance
into crypto markets, a market rotation into Layer-1 (L1) tokens and
growing institutional interest in DeFi, Genesis continued its growth
in lending, trading and custody to deliver our largest quarter to
date.
→

Q3 loan originations reached $35.7 billion, up over 586% year-onyear and 40% vs Q2 2021.

→

Spot trading grew over 450% vs Q3 2020.

→

The derivatives desk’s notional volume traded was up over 12x
year-on-year, and up almost 50% on the quarter.

→

Our custody team grew the number of onboarded clients by 47%
vs Q2 2021, and increased the number of assets supported by
50%.

→

What’s more, over the past year our headcount has tripled to 139
as of the end of September 2021, spread across three continents.

More Information
To learn more about Genesis, or
to work together with the Genesis
team, contact us at:
info@genesistrading.com
www.genesistrading.com

The growth across all our divisions further solidifies our prime
brokerage offering as one of the leaders in the crypto market, as a
growing number of institutional investors look for services beyond
reliable execution and custody including new types of trading
strategies, crypto-finance products and yield services.
In this report, we discuss our Q3 results in more detail, and provide
insights into some of the driving market trends behind our progress.
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Genesis Q3 Results

Q3 marked our largest quarter to date, reaching record numbers on
loan originations, derivatives volumes and custody clients.

Lending
The Genesis lending desk handled $35.7 billion in new originations,
up from $25.0 billion in Q2, marking both a company record and our
fourteenth consecutive quarter of strong lending growth.
Cumulative originations surpassed the $100 billion milestone mark
since our lending business launched in March 2018.

Active loans outstanding rose 34% over the quarter to $11.1 billion from
$8.3 billion in Q2. Over the same period BTC rose 25%, leading to
greater organic growth in our loan portfolio.
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Loan book composition continued adjustments initiated in Q1. While
BTC loans increased overall, relative weighting continued to decline as
demand reacted to the narrowing basis and the GBTC discount. BTC
accounted for 32.4% of outstanding loans at the end of Q3, down from
42.3% at the end of Q2 and 53.9% at the end of 2020.
ETH loans, on the other hand, saw strong growth both in absolute
terms and in relative weighting alongside greater demand from
institutions looking to engage with DeFi platforms. By the end of Q3,
ETH accounted for 32.0% of our loan book, up from 27.9% in Q2 and
15.5% at the end of 2020.
Genesis also saw growth in USD and equivalent loans, which reached
29.5% of outstanding loans at the end of Q3, up from 21.1% in Q2 and
23.2% at the end of 2020.
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Asset

12/31/2020

03/31/2021

06/30/2021

09/30/2021

BTC

53.9%

42.8%

42.3%

32.4%

BCH

2.9%

1.3%

1.6%

1.0%

ETH

15.5%

27.0%

27.9%

32.0%

ETC

0.2%

0.2%

1.4%

0.3%

XRP

0.4%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

LTC

1.0%

0.7%

0.7%

0.5%

USD and Equivalents

23.2%

21.0%

21.1%

29.5%

Other

2.8%

7.0%

5.0%

4.3%

Source: Genesis internal data

($ In MM, Except BTC Price)

06/30/2021

09/30/2021

QoQ Growth

Cumulative Originations

$66,083

$101,747

54.0%

Active Loans

$8,299

$11,128

34.1%

BTC Price

$35,049

$43,791

24.9%

Later in this report, we provide more detail on market trends that
influence the composition of our loan book in “The Search for Yield”.

Derivatives
Q2’s swift deleveraging resulted in a peak-to-trough sell-off of over
50%. Q3 centered on the reestablishment of market stability, and
with that came renewed risk taking in the derivatives markets. Listed
options open interest (OI) opened the quarter at $5 billion and more
than doubled to above $10 billion by the end of September.
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Genesis saw a Q3 resurgence of derivatives trading activity that
culminated in over $12.7 billion notional value on a global basis,
including bilateral OTC, negotiated block trades and exchange-traded
volumes. This total represents approximately +50% quarter-on-quarter
growth and was a new record for the derivatives desk, surpassing our
strong Q1 and reflecting a resurgence of institutional activity in the
market alongside a broadening of Genesis’s counterparty base.

As many in the TradFi world eagerly awaited the October slate of
upcoming “‘40 Act” futures-based ETFs on bitcoin¹, our trading
desk marked several important milestones on the path to broader
institutional adoption.

1

Throughout, we use Bitcoin with
uppercase to denote the network, and
bitcoin with lowercase or BTC when
referring to the asset.

First, Genesis became an active CME futures and options block
liquidity provider to multiple global investment banks and $100bn+
asset managers, as liquidity and open interest deepened.
Second, Genesis was a maker for the first two trades ever printed in
the Bitcoin BTIC (Basis Trade at Index Close) product listed on CME,
an important innovation for funds benchmarked to the 4 PM London
Bitcoin Reference Rate. Genesis was similarly involved in the first ever
block of micro bitcoin futures upon listing, opening a new way for retail
to get more granular exposure to the market.
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Third, Genesis launched bilateral options and forward liquidity in
SOL and other Layer-1 (L1) and blue-chip DeFi assets rapidly gaining
adoption with institutional investors, providing active two-way vol
markets on names including SOL, LUNA, FTM and DYDX as they
underwent exchange listings, product launches, liquidity mining
programs and token unlock events.
Finally, Genesis hired new options traders to create round-the-clock
coverage for all our clients.
We offer a deeper analysis of the derivatives markets in the “Vol Market
Dynamics” section later in this report.

OTC Spot
The Genesis spot desk traded roughly $25 billion in volume in Q3 with
over 500 OTC trading counterparties, a year-on-year increase of over
450%.

July was our slowest month of the quarter as we caught the back end
of the market breakdown from mid-May, with the bottoming of the
market in mid-July. August, in contrast, was our busiest month, seeing
over 43% of the quarter’s activity.
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Volume was slightly skewed to the buy side, with a 55/45 buy-sell ratio.
Over the past year, Genesis doubled the number of assets traded
from 32 in Q3 2020 to 63 in Q3 2021. BTC and ETH continued to be the
dominant assets on the desk, but we were also active in ETC, BCH,
ZEC, XLM, ADA, LINK, DAI, LPT, BSV, MANA, UNI, BAT, LTC, SOL, CRV,
YFI, AAVE, SNX, UMA, MKR, COMP, ZEN, SUSHI, FIL, ZRX, GRT, BNT,
MATIC, EOS, ALGO, ATOM, XTZ, BNB, USDT, HNT, THETA, RUNE,
DOGE, SNX, DOT, AVAX, SRM, FTM, FTT, TFUEL, ORBS, REN, LUNA
and HBAR.
In contrast to our loan portfolio, our Q3 desk weighting of BTC
increased as anticipation of the listing of the first US BTC ETFs revived
market interest. At the end of Q3, BTC accounted for approximately
61% of our OTC trading activity (58% when taking USDT into account),
up from 47% in Q2.

Custody
Genesis Custody also had a strong quarter with a 47% increase in the
number of customers onboarded during Q3 vs Q2.
Genesis facilitated $450 million in transactions and added seven new
supported assets: SOL, BAT, GRT, MKR, YFI, REN and LPT.
Our Q3 custody strategy was defined by the feedback that clients
and prospects are looking for more than just reliable custody - hedge
funds, family offices, venture capital firms and corporates want to learn
about what’s possible and do more with their custodied assets.
Given growing interest from prospects and customers around options
including staking opportunities, Genesis began staking ZEN for clients
in Q3 and SOL in early October.
In Q3, Genesis Custody also worked closely with our lending desk to
enable Filecoin miners to borrow FIL with greater capital efficiency.
Rewards in FIL mining are distributed as follows: 1) 25% initially and
2) 75% vested in 180 days, which allows the Genesis lending team
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to structure flexible lending agreements without overburdening
borrowers through over-secured lending structures similar to those
implemented by most lenders in the industry. This arrangement,
created across our Lending and Custody groups, not only helps
mitigate slashing risk, it also helps alleviate capital intensity for Filecoin
miners.
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Q3 Crypto Market Trends:
The Search for Yield
- by Eugene Chang

BTC demand continues to trend downwards
In Q1 2021, Genesis first noted a significant decline in the weighting of
BTC in our overall portfolio due to the relative lack of BTC-denominated
trading opportunities. While this paused in Q2, it resumed over the third
quarter due to the continued GBTC premium inversion and flattening
of the basis curves.
A significant structural change we’ve noted in the market has been
the deleveraging of retail exchanges, with top platforms including
Binance and FTX instituting maximum leverage caps. Combining with
the follow through on the ban in China, this has created a shift towards
institutionalization in the industry and led to an environment where
opportunities to arbitrage the spot and futures markets have declined
significantly.
BTC rates for both borrows and loans have not changed dramatically
since the end of Q1 2021, and are sometimes quoted at a discount with
duration depending on the market environment. While interest from
crypto-native institutions has shifted away from BTC to ETH and DeFi
tokens, anticipation of and the listing in October of the first US BTC
ETFs served as a catalyst for the widening of the BTC basis. This could
continue as more organic flow from traditional institutions, 401(k)s and
RIAs enters the market.

ETH garners greater demand as crypto-native institutions adopt DeFi
With rising adoption on DeFi platforms, Genesis saw greater borrowing
appetite in ETH (and sometimes BTC) from institutions to post as
collateral or liquidity pairs across DeFi applications.
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Throughout Q3, L1 alternatives (alts²) continued to attract more
developers and capital, resulting in the development of new
decentralized applications. Many institutions are exploring yield
opportunities across L1s, which often provide attractive rates for
stablecoin and ETH/BTC pairs.

2

Throughout, we use “alts” to refer to cryto
assets other than the “majors” of BTC and
ETH.

While L1s compete on transaction speed and security, incentive
programs have catalyzed a storm of cross-chain activity, leading to a
reduction in ETH’s market share in favor of L1s including Solana (SOL),
Terra (LUNA), Avalanche (AVAX) and Fantom (FTM). During Q2, ETH
alternatives including Binance Smart Chain (BSC), Polkadot (DOT)
and Polygon (MATIC, a Layer-2/sidechain hybrid) saw greater market
capitalization gains. However, they were outpaced in Q3 by L1 financial
incentives encouraging more rotation into those protocols.
While the alt rotation playbook reverted back to deploying capital
towards BTC and ETH towards the end of Q3, the adoption of L1s
opened up more opportunities to diversify portfolios.
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Alongside greater interest in ETH loan originations during the quarter,
altcoins (alts) – and particularly L1 alternatives – saw a boost in
demand, serving as natural liquidity pairs for DeFi yield opportunities.
These alts were difficult to source throughout the quarter 1) because
of this demand, and 2) because the hurdle rates are tethered to the
staking rewards on those protocols. As a result, much of the circulating
supply was and is locked and earning staking rewards with duration.
Opportunity cost acts as a disincentive to unstake or unpledge from
the protocol which limits available supply.

Cash demand has rebounded as investors
seek both flexibility and leverage
While some of the mix shift down in BTC is due to rising popularity
in ETH, another meaningful component has been growing demand
in USD and stablecoin borrowing. BTC, ETH and USD are currently
each almost one third of our loan portfolio. This may point towards
a persisting trend where BTC basis opportunities are less attractive,
where ETH and USD demand (especially in DeFi) outpace and could
potentially become the primary allocation of our loan portfolio.
We noted at the end of Q1 2021 that implied yields on the near-dated
3-month BTC rolling basis reached ~40% annualized, which was
symbolic of a cash deficit in the industry. However, through the past
two quarters, the BTC basis has remained range bound, clustering
around 10% annualized. Still, cash demand picked up significantly this
quarter as institutions sought both flexibility in investment strategy
and leverage on existing positions with fundamental conviction.
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As the cryptocurrency industry continues its progress towards
mainstream adoption, larger balance sheet lenders – including
medium and large banks as well as multi-strategy investors – are likely
to look to further diversify their exposure to this asset class. Genesis
is committed to helping bridge the gap between these institutions
and the digital asset space - not only to enable the sourcing of yieldgenerating opportunities through DeFi solutions, but also to provide
greater flexibility in financing to borrowers such as active crypto native
institutions, trading firms and corporate clients.
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Q3 Crypto Market Trends:
Vol Market Dynamics
- by Gordon Grant, Ravi Doshi

After Q2’s swift deleveraging resulted in a peak-to-trough sell-off of
over 50%, Q3 centered on the reestablishment of market stability, as
well as renewed risk taking in the derivative markets.
Listed BTC options open interest opened the quarter at $5 billion,
rising to $7 billion by the end of September and more than doubling to
above $10B by mid-October.

Given the firmer footing in spot markets, the trend in vol for Q3 was
lower, particularly in the wake of the confirmed bottom in bitcoin and
ether prices on July 20th.
With the highly anticipated London hard fork in the first week of
August, Genesis saw a large amount of vol buying in both ETH upside
and downside 3-6 months out. This led dealers to bid up BTC vega to
cover risk.
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As ETH surged to $3,350, marking a 100% gain in a few short weeks,
ETH vol reached 120 implied volatility (IV) and took BTC vol up with it
past 100 IV. This marked the top in vol for BTC and ETH for the quarter;
few if any clients had the appetite to sell vol into this move. Miners
were, however, actively selling shorter-dated meatier calls throughout
the quarter, especially in July and August.

In comparison to the Spring, the term structure of IV was more upward
sloping with 3-month to 6-month IVs leading the charge. Genesis saw
relatively muted demand for gamma throughout the quarter apart
from a handful of idiosyncratic buyers of short-dated calls looking to
create a squeeze into illiquid weekend sessions. The consistent ~35
delta 1- to 2-month call selling pressure from miners continues to be a
mainstay of significant size in these markets.
By mid-August, with BTC trading ~$45k and ETH ~$3k, Genesis began
to see low delta outright calls as well as call spreads bought in large
volume, with strikes ranging from $75k-$125k in BTC and $5k-$15k
in ETH. Those sizable flows took dealers short December and March
expirations, which as a result continue to trade rich on the term
structure.
There remains continued interest from clients to pay up for far out of
the money (OTM) calls and call spreads, and the result is a vol surface
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anchored by 3-month to 6-month IVs near 85 and 95 for BTC and ETH
respectively. Collectively, these flows have yielded vol smiles where
troughs near the money are in contrast to steep premiums for sub 15
delta call wings.

Climbing the Wall of Worry
Compared to the substantial volatility of implied vols during the necksnapping deleveraging in Q2, Q3 saw far more constrained shifts in
IVs. Moreover, BTC skews stayed implacably bid for puts over calls
in spite of increasingly bullish price action, in part to hedge a steady
stream of FUD throughout the quarter.
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Q3 saw BTC and ETH claw out of a hole over wide but broadly higher
trading ranges, all while overcoming one problematic headline after
another.

As the market digested those risks, there were plenty of retracements
offering bulls the opportunity to reload on delta at increasingly cheaper
implied vols. Steadfast buyers of BTC on these FUD-driven dips helped
stabilize the market. But, ultimately, it was the number of constructive
prospects for bitcoin that definitively marked the continuation of the
bull run and set the stage for a return to BTC dominance.
→

Sovereign support: El Salvador’s adoption of BTC as legal tender

→

Mining resurgence: Swift recovery of the Bitcoin hashrate as exiled
Chinese miners resumed operations in the US and elsewhere,
bolstering network security, intervention-free functioning and a greener
footprint

→

ETF breakthrough: Permissive regulatory feedback about futuresbased bitcoin ETFs leading to the first listings in mid-October

→

Weakening institutional credibility: Anecdotally encapsulated by absurd
(yet serious) discussions about minting a $1 trillion platinum coin to
solve the thorny US debt ceiling crisis
Q3 2021 - MARKET OBSERVATIONS REPORT
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Alternative L1 Bonanza
In the midst of those countervailing crosswinds, patience was certainly
required to participate in Q3’s BTC upswing. More consistent though
– and with more spectacular returns – was the rise of alternative L1s
as a major theme both for delta-1 and, subsequently, for vol markets.
The prices of SOL, AVAX, FTM, ALGO and ADA started to pick up
mid-Q3, delivering quarterly returns of between 50-450%. Adoption
of these L1s was driven by the financing and development of the
respective ecosystems as well as by frenetic DeFi and NFT activity onchain. Client flow in alts predominantly featured call overwrites, often
in substantial size, with some demand for alt vol by clients to express
directional views.
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Final Thoughts
In the context of the rebound of the crypto complex, the elevated BTC
put skew in Q3 offered consistently profitable opportunities to sell rich
puts on spot dips or buy increasingly discounted gamma/meaty OTM
calls. While there were sporadic intervals where vol performed at or
above implied volatility, those who took a short vega position were
handsomely rewarded. Gamma remained unloved since the summer,
notwithstanding the meaningful pickup in realized volatility which has
held well above short-dated IVs. Genesis clients opportunistically
acted on recommendations from our daily market commentary to
purchase 1-week to 1-month options during September to great effect.
As we begin the start of Q4, demand for front-end options seems to
be finally picking up, as market participants large and small position
themselves for the late October ETF decisions. Guided by ongoing
counterparty and market dialogue, Genesis anticipates a strong fourth
quarter of derivatives activity, and the desk looks forward to deeper,
broader engagement with clients across the asset class.
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Stay Connected

Genesis is a full-service digital currency prime brokerage
providing a single point of access for select qualified
individuals and global institutional investors. Genesis
combines unrivaled operational excellence, a seamless
user experience, and best-in-class client service to provide
the full suite of services global investors require to manage
their digital asset portfolios.
The firm offers sophisticated market participants a fullyintegrated platform to trade, borrow, lend, and custody
digital assets, creating new opportunities for yield while
increasing capital efficiency for counterparties.

For more information from
this report, contact us at
info@genesistrading.com,
or call us at (212) 668-5921.
www.genesistrading.com
Twitter
LinkedIn
Facebook

Learn More About
Our Services
About Genesis
Genesis Prime
Lending FAQ
Custody FAQ
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Disclosures
This research is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Genesis, this research is based on current public information
that we consider reliable, but we do not represent is accurate or complete. This research should not be relied upon as investment
advice. The information, opinions, estimates and forecasts contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without
prior notification. We seek to update our research as appropriate. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis,
the large majority of reports are published at irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst’s judgment. Genesis conducts a global
prime brokerage service, integrating digital asset lending, trading, and custodial services. Genesis Global Trading, Inc., registered in
the United States with the SEC as a broker-dealer, is a member of SIPC (https://www.sipc.org). SIPC coverage does not cover digital
assets, virtual currency, cryptocurrency, or other related assets. Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or
written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients and principal trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the
opinions expressed in this research. The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including
Genesis salespersons and traders, or may discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference catalysts or events that may have a
near-term impact on the market price of the digital assets discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the
analyst’s published price target expectations for such digital assets. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the
analyst’s fundamental rating or commentary for such digital assets. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, will from
time to time have long or short positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell, the digital assets and securities or derivatives thereof, if
any, referred to in this research. The views attributed to third party presenters at Genesis-arranged conferences, including individuals
from other parts of Genesis or its parent, Digital Currency Group (DCG), and any affiliates or subsidiaries of thereof, do not necessarily
reflect those of Genesis and are not an official view of Genesis. Any third party referenced herein, including any salespeople, traders and
other professionals or members of their household, may have positions in the products mentioned that are inconsistent with the views
expressed by analysts named in this report. This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account
the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or
recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax
advice. The price and value of any investments referred to in this research and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is
not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Fluctuations in exchange
rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments. Certain transactions, including
those involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
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